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Clinic the principal of the Nurses Training School established then, and I think it is still carried on,
the necessity of each student nurse spending a period of time in the department of occupational
therapy not necessarily being instructed in the crafts we were using, but rather getting a bird s eye
view, as it were, of what occupational therapists were trying to accomplish. I want to tell you of the
fine spirit we had there: there never was a nurse, that I can recall, who did not come back to the
department in her time off duty and volunteer her services in the department of occupational
therapy. I think that is a concrete tribute to the high interest of nurses, as they did not have much
time; they were more or less overworked, and it established our work and they spent...
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Great eBook and useful one. We have go through and i also am certain that i am going to likely to read through yet again once more in the foreseeable
future. Your lifestyle period will likely be transform once you comprehensive looking over this book.
-- Ca r ter  Ha a g-- Ca r ter  Ha a g

Merely no words and phrases to spell out. It is actually writter in basic words and phrases instead of di icult to understand. Your way of life span will
probably be enhance as soon as you complete reading this article ebook.
-- La ur en Q uitz on-- La ur en Q uitz on
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